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ENGINEERING A NEW SPACE: 
CHINESE AMERICAN SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS INAEROSPACE IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

W
hen the Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1, the world's first satellite, on 4 October 1957, it not on!y too� th_e world into the
space age, but also marked a turnmg pomt m American sci

ence and technology policy. Within days, President Dwight Eisenhower 
radically changed how his administration solicited science advice and 
formed science policy. He appointed James Killian of MIT as his full-time 
science adviser and reassigned a group of science consultants as the Pres
ident's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC). Although by no means blind 
believers in technological fixes for social and political problems, PSAC 
scientists nevertheless advocated in 1960 that American science and tech
nology must "double and redouble in size and strength" in Sputnik's 
shadow. 1 In response, the federal government increased its support of sci
ence education to meet an expected technical manpower shortage, espe
cially in the area of aerospace. 

But how real was this manpower shortage? It turned out that 
whether the gap would materialize depended on what the federal gov
ernment did or did not do, especially in aerospace. This became clear 
during the first months of John F. Kennedy's presidency. In April 1961, an
other Soviet feat in space, the orbiting of Yuri Gagarin, created renewed 
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. b k b the end of the year with a recommendation for committee came ac Y . . . 
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--- -: d th physical sciences, which the Nat10na Science mathematics, an e ____ __ . 
Foundation subsequently implemented .3 By 1963, _according to Jerome 
Wiesner, Kennedy's science adviser and PSAC chairman, roughly e: ery 
other science and engineering graduate would be expected to go mto 
NASA activities:' When Kenne dy asked again "what the new people 
wo utabecl omg if the NASA program did not exist;' Wiesner answered, 
"one can only guess:' It certainly made "the technical manpower problem 
today ... tight;' with serious shortages predicted for 1964~65, when the 
demand from Apollo would reach its peak. To meet this need would 
take not only the 70,000 new scientists and engineers produced in the 
United States each year, but also the four to five thousand immi grant 
scientists and engineers.4 

It is not clear whether Wiesner included foreign students who were 
pursuing science or engineering degrees in the United States in the for
mer or latter category. Either way, his memorandum indicates the crucial 
importance of attracting immigrant scienti ~ s and eng_ineers to the 
United States to help meet the Apollo-driven deman d for tec hnical man
power. Of course, the need for foreign technical manpower did not orig
ina"fewith the Apollo project; there was much talk about the "Cold War 
of the Classrooms" in the 1950s, even before Sputnik's launch, and many 
policies had been enacted to attract foreign technical manpower to the 
United States. But due to its scale and technical nature, Apollo, more 
than any other single project, jacked up the demand for foreign techni
cal manpower. 

Chinese Americans in Science and Technology 

Chinese Americans. perhaps more tha n any other group, benefited from 
the rising demand for technical manpower. In the late nineteenth cen
tury and the first half of the twentieth century, thousands of Chinese 
students came to the United States to study science and engineering . 
Most of these students returned home after finishing their studies, in 
part due to the Chinese Exclusion Acts that were first passed in 1882. But 
in 1949, with the Communist revolution in mainland China, a majority 
of the estimated s,ooo Chinese students then in the United States, many 
of ~hem specializing in science and technology, decided to stay in the 
Umted States. 5 By the mid-195os, these so-called "stranded students" 
were joined by about 2,300 more Chinese intellectual refugees who had 
fled Communist China. 6 By then the racist Chinese exclusion laws had 
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been repealed (during World War II) b . , ut the dis · · 
tion quota system, which limited n Ch· . cnmmatory immigra-ew mese 1 · 
was still in place. Both the strand d d mmigrants to 105 a year, 

e an the refu ch· 
to gain legal status in the United St t 1 gee mese were able 

. a es on y thr h 
cial congressional and executive de . . oug a number of spe-c1s1ons Thos d . . . 
driven by dual Cold War concern . d · . e ecisions m turn were 
Communists and attracting them ts. t{ n[;i~g talented workers to t~ 
ample,C ongress passed and Presid: nt ~isem~ed Stat~s. In 1953, for ex
Relief Act that, among other measur 11 n odwer signed the Refugee 

es, a owe stranded ch· 
dents to stay in the United St t mese stu-. a es permanently and also permitted 2 ooo 
Chmese refugees to enter the country O d b ' 

t 7 
. ver an a ove the 105-per-year 

quo a. 
A third group of Chinese American scientists came from Taiwan 

(and to a lesser extent, Hong Kong) in the 1950s and 1960s. Many of these 
newcomers had been born and raised in mainland China th fl d ·th 
th · f ·i· , en e w1 

eir am1 1es to Taiwan around the time of the Communist revolution in 
1949. Most of them received undergraduate education in Taiwan but 
came to the United States for graduate training. The backward and often 
politically dangerous conditions at home provided the push, while the 
prospect of much better living and working conditions in the United 
States furnished the pull. In many ways, the migration of Taiwanese sci
entists and engineers to the United States fit into a pattern of "brain 
drain" that was common to many developing countries, such as India 

and South Korea, in this period . 8 

In the 1960s, the immigration of Chinese to the United States was 
further encouraged by both the continuing Cold War demand for man
power and the push for racial and ethnic equality amid the rising Civil 
Rights moveme ~t. By the end of the 1960s, about 2,000 students were 
leaving Taiwan for the United States each year.9 The landmark 1965 im
migration reform act increase d the annual allotment for Chinese im
migrants from about 100 to 20,000 spaces, most of which went to 
Taiwanese Chinese, including those Taiwanese students in American 
universities who decided to stay in the United States following gradu
ation. Finally, the reopening of United States-China relations in the 
early 19

7
os and the renormalization of diplomatic relations between 

the two countries in 1979 brought a fourth major wave of m~gratio~ of 
Chinese to the United States, this time from mainland Chma, which 
wa~ .. given a separate quota of 20 ,000 a year. These immigrant~ were 
once again led by students who came to the United States mamly to 
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Asian Americans in Aerospace 
The exact numbers of Chinese Americans in aerospace are hard to come 
by, but some data on Asian Americans help piece together a picture of the 
scale and characteristics of this group . A 1989 report by the U.S. Gov
ernment Accounting Office (GAO) on female and minority aerospace 
managers and professionals during the period from 1979 to 1986 provides 
some useful indicators. The industry employed altogether about 1.27 mil
lion workers in 1986, based on census data. The GAO examined closely 
about half of these employees (678,780 in 1986) because it focused on 
so-called EEO (Equal Employment Opportunity) data, which gathered 
more detailed information on the ethnicity and gender of workers at the 
larger companies. 11 Nationwide, Asian Americans comprised about 
3.2 percent (about 38,100 if one uses the census data) of the aerospace 
workforce in 1986, almost doubling from 1.7 percent in 1979. This in
crease was slightly faster than the increase in Asian Americans as a per
centage of the general population (from about 2 percent in 1979 to about 
3 percent in 1986). In this period, total national aerospace employment 
increased by 58 percent, from 430,383 in 1979 to 678,780 in 1986.

12 The 
GAO data did not provide further detail on the proportions of various 
ethnicities in the Asian American category, but one assumes that the 
general pattern for the group held true for Chinese Americans, who make 
up the plurality of Asian Americans. 

A striking finding of the GAO confirmed that the "glass ceiling" effect 
that blocked Asian American advancement in corpor 'i"te America was es
pecially serious in aerospace. Even though nationwide a greater propor
tion of Asian American aerospace employees had technical training and 
were in the category of "professionals" than whites, African Americans, or 
Hispanics, they had the smallest proportion of management jobs. For ex
ample, in 1980, according to the GAO's analysis of the EEO data main-
tained by the federal Joint Reporting Committee, while Asian Americans 
made up 1.5 percent of the employees in the indust~y, their share of pro

sionals was 3.6 percent but their share of managers was only 1.0 er

- ~ ..JJ -L..: All minority groups and women were underrepresented in 
/vi management in terms of their total numbers when compared with white 

males, but the case of Asian Americans seemed especially acute. Even as 
the number of Asian Americans in aerospace increased, the pattern 
seemed unchanged .13 As the sociologists Lucie Cheng and Philip Q. Yang 
argued, many Asian immigrant professionals discovered to their dismay 
that ''America seemed to want them for their skills and work ethic as em
ployees but not for their assertiveness and ambition as bosses:' 14 
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Table 1. Ethnic Distribution of Aer ospace Jobs, 1980 

Percentage of Workforce 

African Hispanic Asian Job Category Whites Americans Americans Americans 

All 81.0 11.6 
Professionals 89.9 

5.4 1.5 
4-4 

Managers 
1.9 3.6 

92.5 4.0 2.2 1.0 

Source: GAO, Equal Employment Opportunity· Wo d M' . 
d 

. · men an monty Aerospace 
Managers an Professionals, 1979-1986 (Washington D c . GAO ) 

h // h
. , · .. , 1989 , table II 1 

on p. 23, ttp: arc 1ve.gao.gov/d26t7/t39889.pdf. · 

There were some relatively bright spots in the statistics for Asian 
;:meric~ns: n~.t only were they "over-represented" in the category of 
pro~ess10nals, but also, as professionals and managers, they earned 

salaries about 95 percent of those of their white counterparts; in com
pafison, African and Hispanic Americans made only about 75 to 85 per
cent of whites ' salaries in 1987. 15 Yet, even these numbers highlighted the 
narrow s that emed o en to Asian Americans in aerospace. 
Due to the nature of the industry, the option of escaping from t e g ass 
ceiling by going into self-employment was often not as readily available 
to Asian American scientists and engineers in aerospace as it was to 
those in other fields, such as computers or biomedicine . Furthermore, 
as the sociologist Joyce Tang pointed out, Asian Americans, like other 
minorities, again faced discrimination when attempting to go into self
employment, for example in the form of bias by consumers.

16 

Yet, despite persistent problems such as underrepresentation in 
management, there was no denying the dramatic increase of Asian 
Americans in aerospace. According to EEO data from the 1990 census, 
there were 143,434 aerospace engineers in the country that year, of whom 
11,274, or about 8 percent, were Asian or Pacific Islanders (APis).

17 
By 

the 200 0 census, the number of aerospace engineers nationwide had 
fallen 23 percent to 110,475, but the number of APls in the occupation 
held relatively steady: 10,440 who had two Asian parents,_54? who __ had 
one Asian and one non-Hispanic white parent, and 165 native Hawanans 
and "other Pacific islanders;' totaling 11,145, or about 10 percent of the 

national total.18 
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. . Aerospace in Southern California 
Chinese Americans in . . 

. A · growth and concentration m aerospace 
Nowhere was Asian mencan l h d 

. . . S th rn California . The Los Ange es area a the 
more stnkmg than m ou e . h I 

f 
employees in the country m t e ear y 1980s. 

largest number o aerospace A I 
8 erospace employees in the Los nge es area, 

In 1979, there were 114,24 a . 
ent were Asian Americans, more than double 

and about 4,570, or 4 perc ' . . 
their average representation in the industry nat~onw1de. By 1986, the num-
ber of all aerospace employees in Los Angeles increased b~ 42 percent to 

6 6 h'le Asian Americans more than doubled their numbers, to 
1 2,5 3, w i I 19 
about 11,3s0 or 7 percent of the total regional aerospace emp oyees. 
The trend continued in later decades. According to the U.S. Census of 

I 1990, in the narrower category of aerospace engineers, the total number 
! for Los Angeles County was 23,523, of which 3,610, or more than 15 per

cent, were API Americans. 2° Following the post-Cold War retrench
ment in the 1990s, the total number of aerospace engineers in Los 
Angeles county fell to 12,135 by 2000, and the number of APis (including 
native Hawaiians and other Pacific islanders) among them also de
creased, to 2,780, but their proportion increased to about 23 percent. 21 

The pattern of Asian American employment in aerospace in Los An
geles followed that at the national level in some ways but also differed 
from it in others. As noted above, the percentage of Asian Americans in 
Los Angeles aerospace was about double that of the national average 
from 1979 to 1986.22 Asian Americans held professional and managerial 

I 
positions in the Los Angeles area at triple the national rates; they made 

Ji ~p about 10 percent of professionals and s percent of managers, accord-

Q mg1o the 1986 EEO data.23 Such prominence in the industry undoubt-
( ealy reflected Asian Americans' higher concentration in the region . 

1 0 Indeed: if one compares t~eir numbers in Los Angeles aerospace and in 
the regional labor market m general, one finds that all minorities were ac-

4--~ually under_represent_ed in ~ anagerial positions and, somewhat surpris
/ \ mgly for Asian Americans, m professional positions as well.24 

Why was there such a high concentration of Asian Americans in 
aerospace in the Los Angeles area? There likely were several factors at 
work here. Rapid industrialization, including the rise of aerospace, and 
the accompanying economic expansion of Southern California in the 
post-World War II period created employment opportunities that at
trac_t~d im ... migrants from all over the world, but especially from Asian
~ cifi\-:- ountri ~s: While traditional immigration from many Asian 
countnes was still severely restricted due to the discriminatory pre-1965 
quota system, many students, especially those from Taiwan and Korea, 
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were able to find ways to stay and work · th U . m e mted States I th· 
gard, ~~uthern Californi ~ had advanta ges not only in its bo . ~ is re-
space mdustr , but also m its man univ ·r . ommg aero-

ers1 ies and colleges Th 6 
immigration reform further promoted A . . . . · e 

1
9 5 

d d 
Sian 1mmigrat10n because it 

vastly expan e quotas for the region and f d • . . . f avore 1mm1grat1on of fam-
ily members o those who were already in th U ·t d S 

l f S h C 1
. . e rn e tates. Other ap-

pea s o out ern a 1forma included the area' · h A · . · 1 1 . . s nc sian and especially 
Chinese cu tura traditions and resources 1·n 1 d' ch· . , c u mg matown and 
many excellent Chmese restaurants its position on th p ·f· R' · . -:--.- ~ --:- -,.-.- , e ac1 1c 1m, 1 ts 
status_as a maJor port o~ ent ~y for Asian Pacific immigrants, and perhaps 
m_ost 1mpor~ant of ~I!, its pivotal role in tra de linking the United States 
with the Asian Pacific region. All of these factors helped to make Los 
Angeles a favored place for Asian immigrants and Asian Americans to 
settle and find employment. 2 s 

Among Asian American aerospace scientists and engineers, Chinese 
Americans not only formed one of the largest groups, but their story also 
provides an especially good illustration of how aerospace resha ~ d 
~outhern California and vice versa. The presence of Chinese Americans 
in Sout hern Californian aerospace can be traced back to the 1930s, when 
a number of talented Chinese students, driven in part by their national
ist determination to build up China's nascent aviation industry and air 

i· force, came to stud y aeronautics at the California Institute of Technology 
(Caltech). Perhaps the most famous of them was I3sue-sen TsierllQ ian 
Xuesen in pinyin), who worked with Theodore von Karman at Caltech 
first as a student and then as a colleague . Tsien helped establish Caltech's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and consulted for the U.S. Air Force on 
secret military projects during and after World War II. The head of Cal
tech, Robert Millikan, had recruited von Karman to Caltech to help con
vince aircraft companies to stay in the region by promising them a supply 
of good engineers. Tsien's return to Caltech as the Goddard Professo~ of 

('1 ~~ Jet Propulsion i@ frer a brief stint at MIT similarly reflected them
/ stitute's and the regwn's ambition to become a leader m the new aero-

space field in the postwar period.2
6 

. . . 

A d t 
.
1 

d b 
1 

. Ch g -rsien rose as an aerospace sCient1st m the 
s e a1 e y ns an , J.; • h 1 

1940s but was persecuted as a suspected CommuniS t durmg t e ear Y 
t China where he assumed 

19sos and in 1955 was allowed to return ° ' . 
l 

' ' · ·1 m 27 In the wake ofh1s 
eadership of the Chinese space-and-m1ss 1 e progra · . 
d 

. d t take two lessons from his 
eparture, many Chinese Amencans seeme O 

• . . ld indeed excel m Amencan 
experience: one, that Chinese Amencans cou d . h u ·t d 

• h · der to succee mt e me 
science and technology, and two, t at m or 
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h h d t Centrate on their professional achievement and States, t ey a o con . . . 
'd 1·t· t 11 costs 2s This legacy in add1t10n to the effects of racial avo1 po 1 1cs a a . - ,:!.__~' ---;- ---.--r -- -::-:-:-::-u~ '7C"-=--,-

discrimination and language barriers , may also he P. account or t e rela-
th7e paucity of Chinese/ Asian Americans in aerospace management. 

The strategy, however, did seem to lead t? s~cces~ for a number ~f 
Chinese American scientists at academic institutions 1n So~ther~ Cali
fornia, including those who studied aerospace. Yuan Cheng Bert Fung, 
for example, came from China in 1946 to pursue a PhD in aeronautics and 
mathematics at Caltech but decided to stay in the United States after he 
completed the degree in 1948. He became the second ethnic Chinese 
(after Tsien) to hold a professorship at Caltech, made major contributions 
to the field with his study of aeroelasticity, and pioneered the new field of 
biomechanics and bioengineering, first at Caltech and later at the Uni
versity of California, San Diego.29 Theodore Y. Wu, who followed Tsien 
and Fung as the third Chinese American professor at Caltech, also worked 
in •fields related to aerospace engineering. 30 Another Chinese American 
aeronautical scientist, Tung-Hua Lin, came to the United States after de-
signing China's first airplane (using a wood frame) in the 1940s during the 
war against Japan and stayed on to become an engineering professor at 
UCLA in 1955. Apparently the first Chinese American faculty member 
at the university, he made major contributions to the safety of building 
materials, including metals used in the construction of airplanes. 31 

1

~ 

Representing a younger generation of Chinese American aerospace 11 

scientists was Chih-Ming Ho. Coming from Taiwan in the 196os,J-{o re-
ceived his PhD from Johns Hopkins in 1974 and rose to full professor of 
aerospace engineering at USC before moving to UCLA in 1991 to help 
found the new field of micro-electro-mechanical systems research with 
applications in aerospace. Elected a member of the U.S. National Acad-
emy of Engineering in 1997, Ho has been active in scientific and techno -
logical exchanges with institutions in Taiwan and mainland China. 32 

A 2009 review of UCLA'.s Department of Mechanical and Aerospace En-
gineering, for example, counted eight Chinese Americans (and about ten 
other Asian Americans) among its thirty-five active faculty members. 
The presence of these prominent Chinese American academics in turn 
helped attract other Chinese students from Taiwan and elsewhere to 
Southern California, often to study and work in aerospace . Following the 
i965 immigration reform, they would help bring their own extended fam-
ilies to the Los Angeles area. 

Following the establishment of diplomatic relations between the 
United States and China in 1979, an even larger wave of students and im-
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migrants came from mainland China to the u ·t d S . d . m e tates, where many of 
them stud1e science and technology . Most end d ki . . • · h . e up wor ng as scientists 
and engineers m t e Umted States, some in aerosp • S h . . . . ace m out ern Cah-
forma. The reopening of bilateral relations also led t · d • . . o mcrease trade m 
aerospace and opportunities for Chinese Americans in brokering such 
deals. In the early 1980s, for example the Los Angel b d , es- ase aerospace 
company McDonnell Douglas entered into an agreement with China both 
to sell it aircraft and to help it set up facilities to produce its own. For this 
purpose ~he company created a subsidiary, McDonnell Douglas China, 
and appointed Gareth Chang, a Chinese American, its president. 33 

~~ d~na~ ic mutual reinforcement of the aerospace boom and Chi-
nese 1mm1grat1on from both Taiwan and mainland China eventually * 
helped reshape South ern California . The influx of the new Chinese im
migrants led to the rise of new Chinatowns in metropolitan Los Angeles, 
especially Monterey Park ("Little Taipei"). The city elected the nation's 
first female Chinese American mayor, Lily Lee Chen, then a social-work 
manager for Los Angeles County, in 1983. In an interview with the Los 
Angeles Times at the time, Chen explained why she and her husband Paul, 
an aerospace engineer, decided to move from Seattle to Los Angeles: "The . .. 
space industry was booming and so was the field of social work . .. . We 
were part of somet ning importan t:'34 Aerospace jobs also brought Chi
nese immigrants to other parts of Southern California, including the 
Palos Verdes peninsula , beginning in the early 198os.35 According to a 
study by the socio logist Yen-Fen Tseng, the lure of Southern California 
continued into the 1990s, when "Taiwanese professionals and executives 
have . .. found Los Angeles more attractive because of its engineering 
jobs in high-tech and aerospace industries and its Asia-Pacific business 

environment:' 36 

. As they have settled into Southern California, many Chinese Amer-
ican scientists and en ineers in aerospace -related ~ me 
lea ers of local Chinese American communities . Peter Yao, a chil w en 
fie migrated to the United States with his refugee family in the mid-19~0s, 
later became an engine er and mid-level manager at the a~rospace f1.rm 
Raytheon and in 2006 was elected the first Chinese American m_ayor of 
the city of Claremont .37 Munson Kwok of Aerospace Corporatl?n b~
came president of the Chines e Historical Society of Southern ~ahfo~ma 
and one of the found ers of the Chin ese American Muse~m m_ Chma -
t 38 • . · ed Chinese Americans m aero-own. Regional organi zations recogmz 

h Ch . se American Engineers and 
space. In 2007 for example, t e me . . 
Scientists Assoc:ation of Southern California (CAESASC) honor ed He1d1 
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Shyu, vice president of corporate techn~logy and re~earch at Rayth~on. 
Shyu, who had migrated with her family from Taiwan to the United 
States at the age of ten, became chair of the high-level U.S. Air Force Sci
entific Advisory Board in 2005 and thus rose to be one of the few women 
and Asian Americans in a leadership position in aerospace and military 

research and development. 39 

The increasing importance of Chinese American scientists and en-
gineers was also recognized within aerospace companies in Southern 
California. In the 1990s, for example, the Aerospace Corporation, a major 
local firm, joined with several Asian American organizations to estab
lish the 'J\sian-Pacific Americans of the Year" awards. In 1998 the awards 
went to, among others, two Chinese American engineers, Dick Chang 
and James Chang. Dick Chang, an expert on material and structural 
problems, was originally from Taiwan, received his PhD from UCLA, 
and started working at Aerospace in 1973. He was active with the com
pany's Aerospace Asian American Association, working on issues related 
to affirmative action, and in the CAESASC. James Chang, a specialist on 
damage tolerance and fracture control for aircraft and space vehicles, 
also came from Taiwan and joined Aerospace in 1983. He was equally ac
tive in the local Chinese American community, founding the Chinese 
Culture Association of Southern California and chairing, at one point, 
the Southern California Chinese School Council. 40 

t! ot all Chinese Americans had the same politica l views, especially 
when it came to relations between Taiwan and mainland China . Many 
Taiwanese American aerospace scientists and engineers, especially those 
who were native-born Taiwanese (in contrast to those who fled to Tai
wan in 1949 with the Nationalists) and who were sympathetic to the Tai
wanese independence movement, organized the Taiwanese American 
Aeronautics and Space Association in 1993, a majority of whose members 
live in Southern California. This organization facilitated technology trans
fer to Taiwan after the native-born Lee Teng-hui became president in 1988 
and especially following the election victory of the pro-independence 
Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) in 2000. 41 Some of these DPP sup-• -
porters gave up their U.S. positions to return to work in Taiwan full time. 
Ching Jyh Shieh, an aerospace engineer who had headed the Southern 
California Taiwanese Association, for example, moved to Taiwan in 1995 
to serve in its space program .42 In contrast, the Society of Chinese Am~ 
ican Aerospace Engineers, founded in 1999 and-with many of its members 
originating from mainland China, declared in its bylaws that it was a non
political organization with the sole purpose of promoting the welfare of 
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Chinese American aerospace en -. . gmeers, "follo . . 
nat10nal regulation s governing th . . wmg Amencan laws and 

. h b . e restnctions of " 
contacts wit oth sides of the ta· S . secrets. It maintained 1wan trait 43 

Of all the aerospace instituti·o . S · ns m outhe c 1·c 
ticular success in attracting Chin A . rn a 11ornia, JPL had par-

. ese mencan · · 
probably m part because its wor1- 1 scientists and engineers, 

. . 'was argely un 1 'f• d 
reqmre security clearances that . h b . . c assi ie and so did not 

mig t e d1ffic lt fi · · 
tain . A report in 200 4 put the nu b f u or immigrants to oh-m er o Chi A -
three hundred. In recent years th . nese mencans at JPL at 
--- e prominent roles th 1 · 

Mars rover and Stardust proJ· ects h ey P ayed m the 
~ ave earned the bl' . b 

mainstream American media and . Ch. m pu icity, oth in 
United States, mainland China andinT . mese-language media in the 

- ' aiwan. But even in th · d 
bastion of meritocracy sometimes Ch' A . is suppose 

f
·c d f . ' mese mencan scientists felt the 

su 1ere rom conscious or unconscio d' . . . Y £ us iscnmmation. In 2006, Peter 
Tsou, or exam?l:, complained to Chinese-language media that, althou h 
he was the _ongmal designer of the Stardust project, which collect:d 
comet dust in space, he was relegated to the position of deputy p . . 1 

· · h'l h rmc1pa 
scien~ist w_ i : ot ers received most of the credit for its success. Tsou did 
not hide his disappointment and resentment: "This happened mainly be
cause I am a Chinese:'4 4 

While, for man y Chinese American scientists and engineers, aero
space presented a technolo ical esca e from politics, for others, the bouna
a~ was far blurrier, especially after the en of the Cold War. In the early 
19~os, althoug h the Soviet and then Russian menace decreased, the per
ceived threat from a rising China increased. Ever since the Tsien case, Chi
nese Americans in aerospace often worked in the shadow of suspici~ f 
disloya ty, as did their counterparts in nuclear science and other sensitive 
areas of technology. There have been a few cases of Chinese Americans 
convicted of violating the law in technology transfer to China in recent 
years. In 1997, Peter Lee, a Taiwanese-born Chinese American physicist 
who worked at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and later at TRW 
Space & Electronics Group in Manhattan Beach, was arrested by the FBI 
for transmitting secret technology on lasers and submarine detection to 
Chinese scientists. In a plea bargain, Lee admitted that he leaked classified 
information to Chinese scientists but insisted that it was unintentional
he was carried away by his enthusiasm for scientific exchange. In view of 
his cooperation and the fact that the information Lee leaked was soon de
classified, Lee was given a very lenient sentence, o~e year i~ a halfway 
house. The event received scant media attention until the nationally pub
licized case of Wen Ho Lee, another Taiwanese-born Chinese American 
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. . Al who was accused ofleaking vital nuclear secrets to 
scientist at Los amos . . . . 

. . Th t affair which ended with only a mmor conv1ction of 
Chma m 1999. a , . 
mishandling classified information, ignited what to m~~y_ ~f mese Amer-
icans was a new witch-hunt resembling the McCarthy era. -

--rnme2ooos, Chi lvfak, a Chinese American engineer in the Los An-
geles area, and several of his relatives were convicted of attempting to 
violate export-control laws, among other charges, by transmitting un-

1 · Ch' 46 0 · classified data related to submarines to peop e m ma. nee agam, 
there was fear that this and similar cases would be used to cast doubt on 
all Chinese ~ Asian Americans. In court, the FBI revealed that it had --put thousands of Chinese Americans, from both mainland China ana 
Taiwan, under various forms of monitoring and surve illance for suspicion 
of military and commercial espionage. Influential Chinese American 
commentator Chen Shiyao warned in Shijie Ribao (World Journal), the 
largest Chinese-language newspaper in the United States by circulation, 
that such cases would probably limit the advancement of Chinese Amer
icans in defense-related industries in the future, "with implications even 
for second, third, and subsequent generations of Chinese Americans" : 

In the shadow of the so-called Chinese menace, traps are 
everywhere in U.S.-China scientific exchange. Anyone 
not careful enough will likely be snared in legal troubles. 
Will Chinese Americans be sacrificed as pawns in su
perpower competition? Those Chinese Americans who 
are in sensitive occupations should learn to behave and 
protect themselves. 47 

I~ all likelihood, such cases will make Chinese (and other Asian) 
Americans think twice before going into aerospace, just as the Wen Ho 
Lee case affected their tft d d . . a i u es towar workmg for the nuclear weapons 
and national labs (and h · 
1 

. . ence increased the appeal of working at less-
c as

1
sified ~laces like JPL). Yet, at a time when the GAO and other fed

era agencies are warning of " . -- ---
industr " th U . a maJor workforce crisis in the aerospace 

Y• e mted States can ill f£ d 1 s-pa_c_e_la..1..b:...... d a or to ose a major source of aero-
or, an even less to agai k . . justice du t • . n ma e an entire ethnic group suffer m-
e O international politics and the actions of a few individuals.48 

Conclusion 
Like other A · . mencan scientists and . space scientists and . engineers, Chinese American aero-

engmeers in S th · • dl ou ern Cahforma were profoun Y ~--- - ---
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haped b broader social and political dev 1 . . 
5 d e opments, m articular the 
C<: d War arms a~ s~ace races that created the uge demand for tech-
nical manpower m t e post - World War II . d Al . 

•£ · h per 10 · ong with other 
Souffiern Cah ormans, t ey saw the fortunes f th . . d 

. . 0 eir m ustry and often 
the reg10nal economy nse and fall (and rise again) £ ll . h 

· · l d I . ' 0 owmg t e contours 
of geopohtica eve opments. Like other minorities • ll h . . h . , especia y ot er Asian 
Americans, t ey struggled agamst obstacle s n~sed b • d d' . . . . . - ~ y racism an is-
cnmmat10n. Oft~n their pursuit of professional excellence entailed for-
saki_ng pohbcal _mvo~veme~t or ma~agerial advancement, whether by 
ch01ce or necess~ty. Fmal~y, like all Chmese Americans, they could not al
ways control their own fates when international politics esp · ll us _ . . _ , ecia y .. 
Chma relat10ns, shaped how they were perceived by the rest of American 
society. The problem has prove d an especially serious one for those deal
ingwith sensitive, defense-related aerospace technologies . 

In the second decade of this century, as the United States struggled to 
deal with a severe economic recession and other challenges, China and its 
scientific and technological progress, especially in space and clean energy, 
once again captured American national attention. In his state of the union 
address on 25 January 2011, for example, President Barack Obama charac
terized competition from China and India as "our generation's Sputnik mo
ment" and vowed that the United States would "out-innovate, out-educate, 
and out-build the rest of the world:' 49 President Obama was careful to call 
the Chinese achievements a constructive challenge to the United States, 
and his administration has continued the post-Nixon bipartisan tradition 
of pursuing scientific collaborations with China, but others took a more 
negative view of such endeavors. A U.S. congressman, for example, de
clared that China had stolen American space technology and succeeded in 
inserting a ban on all scientific and technological interactions with China 
involving NASA in the 2011 federal budget. Such measures recalled the 
days of United States-China Cold War rivalry, with potentially negative 
implications for Chinese American scientists and engineers.

50 

Yet, despite all the obstacles, the attraction of doing cutting-ed g~ sci- _ V 
ence and technolog/ pursuing professional advancement, and contnbut- 7' 
ing to American nation al security, coupled with the social, cultural, and 
environmental lure of a diverse Southern California, has prove d irre -
sistible for many Chinese American aerospace scientists a~d engm_§r~ in 
toe past ana will likely do so in the future. As they continue t~ fas_h10n 
and refashion themselves in the shifting political and econon:iic wm~s, 
the struggles of Chinese American scientists and engineers will provide 
a fascinating case study for historians to explore how science.' ~ec~nology, 

. . d transnational politics interact. race, immigration, regional dynamics, an 
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